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Photography as a Primary Source

This lesson can be done with 3D photos or regular photos. Both have been provided. Order Your
3D Glasses »
Grades: Middle School
Approximate Length of Time: Approximately 45 minutes
Goals: Students will learn how to utilize primary sources to study an historic event.
Objectives:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Students will be able to explain why photographs are a primary source.
Students will be able to create a list of questions based on a historic photograph.
Students will develop hypotheses for their questions related to a historic photograph.
Students will conduct research, answers questions they posed and provide citations for
their research.
5. Students will create text accurately describing and summarizing a historic photograph.
Common Core:
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RH.6-8.1
Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of primary and secondary sources.
NCSS STANDARDS FOR SOCIAL STUDIES:
2—Time, Continuity, and Change
8—Science, Technology, and Society
Materials:
Download the lesson plan, along with the following materials, at the bottom of this page.
•
•
•
•

Photography as a Primary Source Notes/Graphic Organizer
Photography as a Primary Source Notes/Graphic Organizer (Example)
2D and 3D Photographs
Optional: A older photograph of the school or portion of town that most of your students
would be familiar with, as well as a modern or current photograph of the same place.
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Additional 3D Materials Needed:
•

3-D glasses

Vocabulary:
•

Primary Source - a document, account, or object created during a historic event, which is
then used to study that event or time period.

Anticipatory Set/Hook:
Ask your students, "Have you ever looked at old pictures of your parents or grandparents? Is
there any thing you notice in these pictures? (hair, clothes, places)"
*If you have brought in pictures, show them to your students. Compare the images. What has
changed? What has stayed the same? What can we learn about the history of this place based on
the changes we see?
Ask your students, "Do you think looking at old pictures can tell us things about the past? What
is something you could learn about the past when looking at an old photo?"
Explain that today they are going to be looking at old photographs to look for clues about the
past.
Photographs from the historic time period are a primary source.
Procedure:
For the procedure use the Photography as a Primary Source Notes/Graphic Organizer.
Introduction:
Explain that the Civil War was the first major war to be documented using photography.
Explain that today historians use photographs from the Civil War to study the war. They find
clues about who was there, what equipment was used, what the landscape was like, and even
how people behaved. We can learn about the war by studying these photographs as well.
Today, we are going to study a photograph as a historian would. We are going to ask questions,
look for clues, and find answers. We are then going to create a short and accurate summary of
the historic photos so that other people can learn about it and for future research purposes.
Activity:
Be prepared to scaffold this lesson for your students. A sample Notes/Graphic Organizer has
been provided for the 2D photo #1.
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Scaffolding Ideas:
Novice:
Do the Notes/Graphic Organizer step-by-step with your students, preferably on the smartboard
so they can all see you notes and research process.
For “Questions I have about this photograph” Explain your questions and thought process on
how you came to ask those questions.
Go through your hypotheses to your questions. Explain that these are educated guesses based on
some knowledge you already have or clues in the photo.
Go through how you conduct research to find answers to your questions.
Check and see how your hypotheses helped get you towards some of your answers.
Complete the summary with your students.
You can do this with one photograph as a group as your full lesson. You can also do one as a
model and then do one photograph together as a group.
More Advanced:
Using a smartboard, do the Notes/Graphic Organizer together for one of the photographs. Allow
your students plenty of think-time to develop their questions. As a class list out the questions
you have about the photo.
Have your students think about their hypotheses based on what they see and might already
know. Write down the hypotheses.
Have students suggest ways to find answers to their questions. Go through the questions and
find answers. Model how you can provide a link to help cite the resource you used.
Go back and check out how the hypotheses helped direct the research.
Students can write down their own summaries and share with the group.
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Most Advanced:
Break students into groups and give each the photographs as well as multiple copies of the
Notes/Graphic Organizer.
Have students choose the photograph they would like to work on.
The group will then work together to do the Notes/Graphic Organizer. Each student should
complete their own paper, but the content should be similar within the group. Historians at
schools, museums, parks, archives, etc. often work together on a project.
Students should provide links for all of their answers so that others can find their research.
After each group has finished a photograph the groups should present their photo and research
with the class.
Here are the photographs for the lesson:
2D Photos - Photo #1 Photo #2 Photo #3 Photo #4
3D Photos - Photo #1 Photo #2 Photo #3 Photo #4
Closure:
Ask your students, "What did you enjoy most about this project?” “How can we use photographs
to study the past?” “How are photographs unique from other primary source material?”
Assessment:
Gather students’ Notes/Graphic Organizer worksheets for your review.
Take notes during discussion. See who, when, and how students were participating.
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Notes/Graphic Organizer (Example)
Photograph #___1, 2D Version__
Questions I have about this
photograph
Where is this photo taken?
When was this photo taken?
Why are there people on horses
(particularly men), in formation, in
uniform going down a street full of
people?
Why is it in black and white?
Who is watching the men?
What does this have to do with the
Civil War?
Was this a happy or sad day?
What natural and built features can I
see in this photograph?

Hypothesis

Answers (Research Based)

This was probably taken in
Washington DC since I can see the
capital building in the background.

Students and the teacher could now conduct some research
using appropriate websites. There is no information given with
the photograph, so this could be tricky.

I’m not sure when this was taken
exactly, looks like a parade of soldiers,
so maybe a parade to start or end the
war?

The Capital building is a major clue that this is taken in
Washington DC and it must have been after 1863 since it
appears the statue is on top of the dome and the dome, from
our view, is completed. https://www.aoc.gov/art/otherstatues/statue-freedom

This is black and white because color
photograph has not yet been created.
This appears to be Union soldiers,
based on the hats, that it’s men, and
they are in formation.
I cannot see any faces, so this may be
a happy or sad occasion. I know
Lincoln was assassinated, so this could
have been a procession for him. It
looks like a sunny, day and I don’t see
a wagon for a funeral, so this could or
could not be that procession, I’m
leaning towards no.

Besides the capital, I can see some other buildings and street
car lines. The lines help identify exactly what street this is and
the date. Street cars did not arrive in DC until after 1862. This
is most likely Pennsylvania Ave. Using the primary sources
used here for the streetcar lines.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Streetcars_in_Washington,_D.C.
Based on the information gathered above, I was able to search
the Library of Congress Prints and Photographs collection
online. I put in the search box, Pennsylvania Ave 1860 and
quickly found images for the Grand Review of the Armies, this
exact image appeared among others. From there I learned this
event was May 23-24, 1865
https://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/2004667344/
This was a ‘grand parade’ to mark the end of the conflict – it
was a happy occasion.
https://www.battlefields.org/learn/articles/lincolns-funeraltrain-and-grand-review

Summary of Photograph
This photograph depicts the Grand Review of the Armies in Washington, DC on May 23-24, 1865. This marks the end of the conflict now known
as the American Civil War. It is a happy occasion with citizens lining the streets, generals and political leaders looking on, and the armies of men
from the US marching their horses through the, now secured, Union capital.

Notes/Graphic Organizer
Photograph #_____
Questions I have about this photograph

Summary of Photograph

Hypothesis

Answers (Research Based)

